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Chapter 1 : Money Origami Rose | LoveToKnow
Use money origami (dollar bill origami) to transform your dollar bills into clothing, hearts, flowers, and more. Folding
money is a quick and easy way to make a gift.

Five or more bills of any denomination Piece of crafting wire for the stem Skewer or plastic flower stem
optional Floral tape optional Needle nose pliers optional Instructions Start with crisp bills. You can get new
ones or use an iron to flatten out ones you already have. The newer the better! You can use any denomination,
or a mix. Step 1 Place one bill face down on a flat surface. Crease it gently across the middle and unfold again.
This will help you form the cup shape in later steps. Step 2 Tightly roll each corner in towards the center of
the back side at about a degree angle. Use the skewer or a toothpick if desired to get the rolls nice and tight.
Step 3 Repeat step 2 for the remaining four bills. Step 4 Hold one bill with the corners curled inward, and
pinch horizontally across the middle. Do not crease the whole length of the bill, but just squeeze the middle.
Step 5 Carefully but very firmly, start gathering in the sides like an accordion. The folds do not need to be
precise, but make them as compact as possible. Step 6 Repeat on the other side so that you wind up with a bow
tie shape as you pinch in the middle. Flatten the center as much as possible, but try to keep the integrity of cup
shape. Step 7 Cut a length of floral wire about 8 inches long and fold in half. Place over the accordion fold,
with the U-bend over the inside of the accordion. Front View Step 8: Rear View Give the wire a degree twist
like you would on a package with twine, making sure it is very tight against the accordion fold. Use needle
nose pliers to flatten for extra security. Step 9 Hold upright and gently form the ends around each other. This
will form the bud of the rose. Step 10 Set bud aside. Repeat steps 5 through 7 with a new bill, but this time
make sure the rolls are facing OUT. Step 11 Pick up your bud and flip it over to expose the floral wire. Place
the center of the new petals perpendicular over the twist you made in step 9, making sure the ends of the wire
are free. Step 12 Cross the wire over the new petal and twist the wire degrees again, as in step 9. Step 13
Arrange the petals around the center so that they somewhat envelop the bud. Repeat steps 11 through 13 with
your remaining bills, angling each layer so that they look more naturally staggered around the rose. Adjust the
petals of the bud to make it look attractive. Step 15 If you wish, you can then attach the wire to a skewer,
floral stake or fake flower stem. Step16 Step back and admire your lovely rose! Tips for Success Keep the
following tips in mind to make your rose turn out perfectly: Choose a piece of paper money that is clean and
crisp. If you want really crisp money, ask for new dollar bills from the bank. If you want a specific side of the
bill to show on the outside of your rosebud, place that side face down as you begin the project. Use a toothpick
to give your rolled edges a little more form. If you find that rolling around the toothpick is too hard, try
something larger like a pen or pencil. Wash your hands and work surface before you begin. Alternatively, you
can remove the plastic and wire stem from a fabric rose pick and insert it the same way you would the wire.
This will give the rose some extra greenery around the base of the flower and some leaves on the stem itself.
Giving Your Rose as a Gift In Japan, people often give gifts of money in the form of folded paper objects.
This tradition makes cash gifts a little more personal, and it also provides the opportunity to express a
sentiment through the symbolism of the paper shape. In any culture, a rose is a powerful symbol representing
love, compassion, and remembrance. Was this page useful?
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A sunglass dollar origami â€” how convenient!! 6. Origami Dollar Bill 3d Mini Dress. cedison. And there is a mini-dress to
make her smile. ðŸ™‚ 7. Money Origami Trousers Instructions.

Before it was used as a true currency, paper money was used as part of a deposit system in which merchants
would leave large amounts of coins with a trusted associate and receive a paper receipt for the transaction. The
reason was simpleâ€”the copper coins used as currency at the time were heavy. Fast forward about years, and
Jiaozi became the first official paper currency in the Sichuan capital of Chengdu. These notes were stamped
with official seals to ensure that no one made false copies. Even in the tenth century, counterfeiting was a
concern. Even so, with the widespread use of debit cards and the rising popularity of digital wallets , it may
not be long before the dollar bill has had its day. So, what are we going to do with all that worthless paper
when we finally become a cashless society? Dollar bills are quite useful when it comes to bar tricks , and you
can use one to crack open a cold one or even roll a cigarette. Origami has been around since the 17th century,
but the art of folding money, or monigami for those who are in the in, is relatively new. It also happens to be
one of the simplest flowers to fold since it only requires one bill. Just make sure you have a clove of garlic or
some holy water nearby. The Lotus Flower The lotus flower, also known as nelumbo nucifera , is a symbol of
purity in many cultures. In Asian religions, deities are often seated on the flowers in works of art. The lotus is
also one of the more popular origami creations due to both its shape and cultural significance. Take a look at
this tutorial to make one of your own. The Kusudama Flower The Kusudama is actually the name for a type of
Japanese paper model, which is a large sphere made of individual folded flowers. You can find a complete
guide with more photos and detailed instructions from Dana Hinders here. The Four Leaf Clover St. This one
requires two bills, plus one more if you want to add a stem. Check out the folding guide to learn how to fold
your own luck from a couple bucks. The Three Dollar Flower In this project, each dollar makes two of the
petals. To watch a video and get PDF instructions from Make on how to make your own three-buck bloom,
check out the tutorial. The Rose The rose is the queen of all flowers, and is almost synonymous with romance
and love. What better way to show you care than with a bouquet of roses made out of money? This one uses
two bills and a paperclip to hold them together. No paperclip is required, but a piece of wire is used for the
stem and a few dabs of water are suggested to help the folds stay in place. If you prefer to see the process step
by step, you can find a detailed written tutorial by Kylyssa Shay here. This video shows how to make a
popular flower design by paper crafter Stephen Hecht. This Hawiian money lei would make for an awesome
graduation gift or some enviable island attire. Check out the full guide here. The Modular Flower If you prefer
a more geometric design, this modular flower is perfect. You can either use three or four bills, depending on
how many petals you want. Check out the tutorial by Instructables user cedison to see the process step by step.
The Money Boquet "The more the merrier. Check out the tutorial over on Seven Thirty Three to learn how to
fold them.
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money origami elephant fold origami penguin do money origami money. Find this Pin and more on money origami by
janice goslin. Origami Penguin with a US dollar bill 40 Excellent Examples of Dollar Bill Origami Art.

A money shirt makes a cute way to give a cash gift or leave a tip: The original inventor of the design is Stefan
Delecat. USA bills are 6. If you want to use money from other countries , you might need to fold in the edges
first to make the note skinnier. One of our readers explains The trick is to fold about 5mm of the long edges in,
thus making it about the same proportions as the USA Dollar Bill. But further down the page there are also
step-by-step photo instructions. The origami shirt and tie makes a neat gift: He kept asking during his party
what I got him, I told him a shirt and tie. All his friends wanted to know how I got it in the tiny box. I told
them to wait and see. Needless to say, everyone was amazed that there was, in fact, a green shirt and tie in the
box. And I was more amazed that my nephew thought it was cool and did not immediately undo the shirt and
put it in his wallet. Thanks for the web site! Or, just skip to the photo instructions below. Money Origami Shirt
and Tie Photos If the video is taking too long to load on your internet connection, you might prefer these
photo instructions. Fold the bill in half lengthwise, then unfold. Fold the top two corners to the center crease,
as if you were making a paper plane. Use a pencil and ruler to sketch in the shape of a necktie onto the
triangular flap. You can make the tie as wide or skinny as you like, so long as the lines you draw meet in a
point at the top edge of the paper. Unfold the triangular flap, so that the paper looks like the left panel below.
Then make creases along each of the pencil lines you drew in step 3. Fold the triangular flap back down, so
that the paper looks like the left panel below. Now fold the necktie in half top right panel. This will make the
top left edge of the paper lift up see middle right panel , so squash that top left edge flat again, making a new
crease in the process see bottom right panel. Open out the necktie again by folding along the crease shown
below. Repeat steps 5 and 6 on the other side. The paper should now look like this. You can see the necktie
already! Fold the left and right hand edges in to meet the center line. On the left hand side, undo the fold you
made in step 8. Repeat step 9 on the right hand side. Turn over the paper. Fold the bottom two corners in at an
angle to meet the center line. See how it looks like a shirt collar, but upside down? Turn over the paper, so that
the necktie is on the top again. Fold up the bottom so that the collar almost reaches the necktie. Undo the fold
from step Then redo it, but this time pull the two flaps shown outward. See how they stick out to the side?
Fold up the collar, so that it just peaks over the top of the shirt. Hook the collar over the front of the shirt, and
it should look like this: How did your money origami shirt and tie turn out? I hope you found my instructions
clear. If you have any comments or suggestions or just want to say hi, please contact me with this handy form.
Thanks for sharing your photo Nikki! Money Origami Suit Reader Mike says I used three bills total to
complete. To make trousers, fold a bill in half lengthwise twice to make a skinny rectangle, then folder in half
to make two legs. Make belt folding a bill into a really skinny rectangle. Then use the belt to "tie" the trousers
and shirt together. This photo shows the "knot" at the back. Thanks for sending in your photo Mike! Origami
suit with guitar and Abe Lincoln head Another awesome contribution from Mike I found a site to make a
guitar and another to make Lincoln in a hat. Put it all together, added some simple arms and got something
quite unique and adored by all my friends. Thanks for the awesome tutorial! I found the guitar somewhere and
then made up the rest! Origami Suit and Dress Reader Sue says Much nicer than the plain shirt. I found the
dress instructions on this blog , and altered the dress slightly to make it longer like a gown. I also looked
around a bit and made a dress - who knew I could hand-make a couple of outfits my wife is guaranteed to
like?! We hope you like them! I also got so inspired I made an origami shirt and tie for a coworker as a
thank-you for a special project he did for me. After seeing these photos from Sue and Thomas, my husband
Tobias was inspired to have a go at making his own origami dress, and came up with this alternative design:
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Dollar Bill Origami Dollar bill origami is an interesting variation on the more commonly seen origami paper or standard
typing paper. It's useful as a conversation piece at a bar or restaurant.

Turn your dollar bills into clothing, hearts, flowers, and more! Sometimes money is the most practical gift you
can give. However, there can be something a bit impersonal about giving a cash gift. Or 10 dollar bill origami,
or dollar bill It really is safer just to give cash - it has no expiry date, and it can be used anywhere. By giving
an origami gift, you will be continuing a long tradition. In ancient Japan, Shinto noble men wrapped wedding
gifts of rice wine in origami male and female butterflies representing bride and groom. There are literally
dozens of ways to fold money, so you can tailor the design to the occasion. A bit of bling for your finger! Fold
a Money Origami Shirt with my easy step-by-step instructions. Origami Shirt and Tie: Fold a shirt with
necktie , all from a single bill! Fold some trousers the perfect size to go with the shirt. Fold this classy dress
from a single bill. Looks great next to the shirt and tie - perfect for a cash wedding gift. Christmas Money
Folding Star: A six pointed star of David made from a single bill, complete with "god we trust" right in the
middle! A five pointed star made from 5 bills slotted together no glue. Slightly trickier to fold than the simple
heart, but looks really stunning. Simple Money Origami Heart: This butterfly is easy to make, and looks cute!
Folded from two notes. Make a money bouquet to say "congratulations! Ideal for weddings and graduations.
Other People Also Like Looking for more unique homemade gift ideas? Check out our quick and easy
printable gifts. So easy to personalize and print at home! Printable coupons, "Likes" posters, "Year You Were
Born" birthday posters, retirement posters, personalized newspapers
Chapter 5 : Money Origami Shirt and Tie Folding Instructions
Easy Dollar Bill or Money Origami Heart This is an easy to fold money origami heart. It's similar to the easy origami
hearts folded with the regular origami paper except this one is folded with the US Dollar bill.

Chapter 6 : Best 25+ Money origami ideas on Pinterest | Folding money, Oragami money and Dollar Origam
Origami became popular again in the middle of the 's and since then evolved into a modern art form. Of course, the
world's most famous origami artist must be Michael from "Prison Break" and his brilliant paper crane.

Chapter 7 : Dollar Bill Origami
Dollar Bill Origami Folding origami with dollar bills is getting more and more trendy! You can see examples of dollar bill
origami in commercials but more commonly, people give money origami models as a gift or as a tip to waiter/waitress.

Chapter 8 : Dollar Bill Origami - racedaydvl.com
Learn to make dollar bill origami also called money origami. Instructions range from easy to complex. Topics range from
angels to wreaths. Traditional diagrams, photo instructions, and videos here.

Chapter 9 : How to fold Money Origami, or Dollar-Bill Origami
How to Make a Money Origami Butterfly Tutorial DIY at Home. In this video, I want to show you about How to Make a
Money Origami Butterfly Tutorial in easy way that you can do it by yourself at.
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